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Introduction:  A gnomonic projection of the loca-
tions of the nine largest impact basins on Mars reveals
three possible great circle relationships. One, which
has been previously discovered [1], connects the Uto-
pia, Hellas, Argyre, and Isidis basins. However, this
great circle, if it represents an ancient equator, is not
consistent with polar wander estimates from other
methods. A second great circle connects the Argyre,
Utopia, Acidalia, and Chryse basins. A third great cir-
cle connects the Daedalia and Ares basins. These latter
great circles, if representative of ancient equators, re-
sult in ancient spin axis locations consistent with pre-
vious magnetic paleopole, rotational dynamics, and
grazing impact studies.

Gnomonic Projection:  In the gnomonic map
projection, great circles appear as straight lines [2].
Positions on the surface of the globe are transformed
to a plane using a projection point at the center of the
globe.  The name is derived from a “gnome’s-eye”
view of the world. For the polar gnomonic projection,
the projection plane is tangent to the north pole and the
gnomonic coordinates of a point at a given latitude and
longitude are given by:

      X = cot ( latitude) sin (longitude)
        (1)

      Y = cot (latitude) cos (longitude)

Using this transformation, great circles map to
straight lines. However, the equator itself cannot be
portrayed on a polar gnomonic projection because a
ray from the center of the globe to any point on the
equator would be parallel to the projection plane. 

Table 1. The nine largest Martian impact basins. The
map projection coordinates X and Y are calculated
using equation (1).

BASIN DIAM LAT LONG E X Y
Utopia 4210 km 45 115.5 0.9 0.4
Ares 3300 km 4 343.9 -4.0 -13.7

Chryse 3225 km 25 318 -1.4 -1.6
Hellas 3085 km -42.3 66.4 -1.0 0.4

Acidalia 2790 km 57.5 340.6 -0.2 -0.6
Daedalia 2639 km -26.6 228.8 1.5 -1.3
Argyre 2350 km -49 317.5 0.6 0.6

Scopolus 2250 km 6.9 81.8 8.2 -1.2
Isidis 1352 km 13.4 87.81 4.2 -0.2

Large Impact Basins on Mars: Nine impact ba-
sins of the size of Isidis (1350 km) and larger have
been recognized on Mars (Table 1). Some are very
visible; others have subtle topology and have been
fully delineated only by careful analysis of  MOLA
data [3]. In polar gnomonic projection, the basin cen-
ters appear as shown in Figure 1. It is easy to visualize
great circle patterns in these locations because great
circles must appear as straight lines.

Figure 1. Polar Gnomonic projection of the locations
of the centers of the nine largest impacts on Mars.

Figure 2.  Possible great circle relationships among
the nine largest impact centers on Mars.  
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 Great Circle Patterns: Three possible great cir-
cles are apparent in the locations of the giant impacts
on Mars. The first, labeled “A” in Figure 2, is the well-
known great circle [1] that connects the Utopia, Hellas,
Argyre, and Isidis basins. If this great circle represents
an ancient equator, then there is little agreement be-
tween its ancient spin axis and results from other polar
wander studies (Figure 3).  

A second possible great circle, labeled “B” in Fig-
ure 2, connects the Argyre, Utopia, Acidalia, and
Chryse basins. This great circle, if it represents an an-
cient equator, results in a south spin axis at (41E, 14S)
in excellent agreement with previous studies based on
rotational dynamics, grazing impacts, and magnetic
field modeling (Figure 3).

A third possible great circle connects the Daedalia
and Ares basins. Although a great circle through only
two points seems trivial, these latter two basins are
unlike the other giant basins. They enclose magnetic
anomalies and must therefore pre-date or be synchro-
nous with the ancient Martian core field. If these giant
impacts both lie near the ancient equator, the spin axis

was near (66 E, 53 S), a location that would be very
consistent with pre-Tharsis rotational dynamic esti-
mates (Figure 3).

Conclusion:  Subsets of the impact basins on Mars
of the size of Isidis and larger can be fit by three inter-
esting great circles, two of which, if they do represent
ancient equators, are consistent with other studies of
polar wander on Mars. 
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Figure 3.  Map of Mars showing proposed ancient south pole positions.  The dashed line encloses the area of
possible stable pre-Tharsis spin axes based on rotational dynamics [ 4 ].  The black dots are proposed magnetic pa-
leopoles [5, 6]. The inverted triangle is the youngest spin axis pole based on grazing impact studies [7 ].  Pole A,
which is inconsistent with the other estimates of polar wander, is that of the great circle through Argyre, Hellas,
Isidis, and Utopia basins [1].  Pole B, which is very consistent with the other studies, is that of a great circle through
the Argyre, Utopia, Acidalia, and Chryse basins.  Pole C, which is also consistent with the other studies, is that of
the great circle through the very old Ares and Daedalia basins, both of which pre-date the Mars core magnetic field.
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